Wormhole message routing is supportedby the communication hardware of several distributed memory machines. This particular method of message routing has numerous advantagesbut exposes the problem of a routing deadlock. When long messages compete for the same channels in the network, some messages will be blocked until the first message is fully consumed by the processor at the destination of the message. A deadlock occurs if a set of messages mutually blocks, and no message can progress towards its destination.
Introduction
A special puIpose hardware-unit to handle data transfers between different processors is part of most modem distributedmemory machines. We call this unit the communication agent. A typical function performed is forwarding messages without the participation of the main processor. The switching hardware distributes incoming messages to the appropriate output channels and controls the flow of messages. The message traffic must be controlled in such a way as to avoid a routing deadlock.
The communication agent of the iWarp component Many parallel algorithms are very regular and allow us to make global assumptions on the number of messages and their routes. They usually do not expose deadlocks. However, most distributed memory systems include system software resident in every cell (i.e. a runtime-or operating-system kernel). Communication related to maintenance (like loading, debugging and profiling) happens in parallel with the data transfers of the parallel algorithms. A communication system capable of handling this kind of message traffic can not make any assumption about message patterns and must exclude deadlock by virtue of its routing method.
?Lpical iWarp systems are two-dimensional n x m tori with partially connected auxiliary cells for inputloutput opeFations. Auxiliary cells handle communication with input/output subsystems. Examples of I/O subsystems include: workstations and host computers, video framebuffers, disk-farms, or fiber-optical high speed networks. Auxiliary cells will play a major role in the iWarp systems. Therefore, the basic runtime system router must be able to deal well with the auxiliary cells as well as with the regular mesh.
Auxiliary cells can be inserted into the surface of the mesh or into the torus wrap-around links, which we call the border of the mesh. An example of an iWarp configuration is shown in Figure 1 , labeled with all the terms used in this paper.
Routing deadlock
A n iWarp cell can be linked to up to four neighbors with high speed physical links. Although the communication agent of the iWarp VLSI component supports multiplexed logical channels over one physical link we are assuming to use only one of them per physical link in large parts of this paper. We will refer to them simply as as channels when dealing with routers or links if the emphasis is more on the physical network.
The wormhole message routing technique does not allow transient messages to be buffered in local memory. Whenever a message tries to move into an occupied channel, its header is blocked and the tail fills the channel buffers along its path. The route of a message is determined by the sender and contained in the message header. There is no rerouting.
Deadlock configurations
A set of messages are considered to be deadlocked if they block a cyclic path with routing dependencies. Figure 2 illustrates blocking routes in a two-dimensional torus;. Although there are waiting messages on the channels in Figure 2 , they are not blocked in a deadlock since message "A" can resume its travel as soon message "B" is consumed by its destination processor (4). Figure 3 illustrateis a set of waiting messages that are actually blocked in a routing deadlock. The messages "A","B","C","D' mutual1:y block each other in a cycle and none of them can advance towards its destination.
An earlier formal definition of the term deadlock conjiguration was established in [DS87] based on the terminology of channel dependency graphs.
:Routing deadlocks in 2-dimensional tori
For the designer of a routing algorithm it is essential to hiow the specific mechanisms that cause deadlocks in the topology he is dealing with. The two dimensional networks used in this report are called rectangular tori if the grid includes all wrap around links, and they are called meshies if the wrap-around links are not present or not used. 
Deadlocks through torus wrap around links
In the network of two dimensional tori there are two different kind of cyclic paths that can lead to deadlocks. A one dimensional loop within the torus can already result in a routing deadlock. This problem can be addressed in two ways.
1.

2.
Surface routing: Surface routing restricts the routing paths to the surface of the mesh. This is possible on systems with bidirectional links.
Multiplexed channels:
This method requires at least two channels per link with buffer resources separately preallocated [DS87].
The iWarp VLSI component provides support bidirectional links for surface routing as well as two sets of multiplexed channels for true torus routing [Gro89] . In the current iWarp message passing architecture, some improved versions of surface routing is currently preferred over the use of multiplexed channels. The multiplexed channels and buffer pools are currently use to decouple general message-based communication and specialized systolic communication.
Deadlocks along circular paths within the surface
Even on routes that do not involve wrap around links of the torus, some simple cyclic paths are possible. Simple cycles can be found within the surface of the mesh. They have either a clockwise and counterclockwise orientation. A deadlock can eventually occur along such a cycle. The surface of most two dimensional torus topologies is restricted to a regularx, y grid due to architectural constraints like backpanel wiring or clocking. Cyclic paths in a rectangular grid must contain a sequence of characteristic ninety degree comer turns. There are eight different comer turns, four of them clockwise four of them counterclockwise. 
Restricting the routing function
The previous chapter outlines how cyclic paths are possible and how they can lead to routing deadlocks. Different approaches preventing deadlocked messages have been studied. One method is to restrict the total number of outstanding messages in the whole array. All token passing schemes follow this approach. In distributed memory systems it is very hard to maintain global constraints on the number of messages while still using all communication bandwidth available.
A better approach for distributed memory systems relies on restricted routes. Messages can travel only a certain way though the network. Most of the previous work on deadlock free message passing has addressed the problem in this way.
Overly and minimally restricted routers
A routing scheme for hypercubes proposed earlier [DS87] relies on the scheme that all messages travel on routes following the hypercube-dimensions in decreasing order. It assumes further unidirectional links and for two dimensional tori the routing strategy is best described as route Y down, then route X right.
It is easy to show that such a simple route Y down, then route X right router is too restrictive to provide certain routes within irregular tori, even if it makes use of multiple channels. As an example for an impossible paths serves a path from an auxiliary cell 99 into cell 19 within the regular mesh; as can be seen in Figure 5 . This path can not be properly routed complying with the rules of the unidirectional deadlock free router. There is no need to disallow seven out of eight types of corner-turns for routing within the surface of a mesh. The following theorem states a weaker restriction that is sufficient for deadlock free routing within any regular grid.
For the auxiliary cells found in the border, the appropriate restrictions will be introduced later.
Theorem 1 (Forbidden Corner Turns) To guarantee deadlock free routing within the mesh it is suffrcient to disallow one out of four types of corner turns for every orientation, clockwise and counterclockwise.
The proof is obvious from the grid geometry. It is formally stated in [Str91] . The theorem provides a starting point to design less restricted routing functions.
Routing functions proven as deadlock free
In railroad systems, cellular phones, or distributed computers deadlock free routing is done dynamically by detecting and fixing deadlock situations (rerouting or dropping and resending messages). Parallel supercomputers deal with large numbers of messages, and fixed bounds on latency are more important than average throughput. Static routers provide low latency and exclude deadlock by virtue of the restrictions on the routes i.e. by virtue of the router code. They are verified as deadlock free in the stage of design and coding.
A new proofs based on the labeled network
The earlier proofs for deadlock free routing on regular hypercubes given in [Ge181], [DS87] are based on channelor queue-dependency-graphs. The proofs first construct the line-digraph of the communication network and then restrict this digraph to a labeled channel dependency graph. They show that this directed graph is acyclic, so that circular diependencies are impossible and therefore there are no deadlocks.
In small or highly regular networks the line-digraph and the channel-dependency graph can be drawn easily; The line-digraph of a binary hypercube is still a binary hypercube! But in a practical i W q torus with its different types of aiuxiliary cells a line-digraph of the network would be large and non-planar. Dealing with irregularities requires that parts of the graph are labeled manually and this is almost impossible with a line-digraph of an irregular network It is highly desirable to have proofs done directly on the network graph, which we consider far more intuitive than the channel dependency graph.
In the following section we will therefore give a DAG based proof method that allows to verify routers directly with a labeling of their connectivity graphs.
Definition 1 (Network Graph) The network graph (or connectivity graph) of an irregular torus is a directed graph
A with a set of nodes hT, corresponding to every cell in the network, and a set of edges C , corresponding to each channel.
The most important component of a router is the code that determines the route for every possible source and destination. This is the routing function: To verify a router all channels of a network are assigned numerical labels. 
e. R(c;, cj) C< ( c j ,~; ) .
Proof 3 A routing function constructed from the < relation of the labeling routes messages from a current channel only into a channel with a larger number. This is the case because the channel dependency relation derived from the routing function is contained in the relation < (cif cj) of the numbering. Since the structure is finite and the order is total, there must be always a channel with a largest number. This channel can not be blocked by any other message since the router can not route a message legally beyond that channel. If there is a message claiming that channel it can be routed into that channel and will eventually be consumed by its destination. Then the channel with the second largest number can not be blocked and a message claiming that channel can be routed. By induction on the labelnumbers every message can be routed and will reach its destination.
The argument is similar to the one used in [DS87] but is stated in a different way using a labeling for the network graph instead of the channel dependency graph.
Theorem 2 assures that a router is deadlock free but one more property is needed to make it a correct and usable router. To make it deadlock free we restricted the possible paths between cells. We have to make sure that our constraints are not overly restrictive and that there will be at least one path left between each pair of nodes in the network. In practical arrays some routes between the auxiliar, cells might be intentionally omitted, and the completeness requirement is relaxed for some parts of the array (e.g. the routes between different classes of auxiliary cells).
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Designing a router function
The router function for a given network has to be designed and verified at the same time. The actual code to compute the route is as important as the channel labeling that proves its correctness.
Coding a router function
A coded router function is a subroutine that accepts source and destination as parameter and returns the route as a machine specific data structure. On the iWarp system the route is fully determined by the sender, and the datastructure returned by the router contains all information about initial direction and comer turns to be taken on that route.
This way of routing is often referred to as street sign routing since the data structure describing a route resembles written directions for a city with Manhattan geometry.
Verification of a router function
The analysis of comer turns gives us the basic guidelines about possible routing methods and the set of constraints we want to apply. Theorem 1 states the fact that one comer turn per orientation must be disallowed in any labeling.
Inside the regular part of the network, consistency of the router code with the labeling is shown by structural induction. Outside the regular part, manual verification of routing function might be necessary. It is important that the constraints are not chosen to be too strong. They must leave at least one path between every pair of cells (completeness requirement).
For the irregular part of the network graph, both completeness and compliance with the numbering scheme can be verified exhaustively at design time with a simple test program calling the prototype of the routing code repeatedly. Such a test program checks the routes against the channel labels. In a two dimensional array with n nodes there are n2 routes with an average length -2-so the verification of a router takes O(n2 x f i ) steps. Note that the number of possible deadlock configurations is exponential
in the size of the network n, since every subset of messages has to be considered.
Routing methods for practical arrays
A basic route X then route Y router
The limitations of the basic deadlock free router for hypercubes were described earlier. This basic router will be extended to the irregular case, and we therefore restate the algorithm and its properties here. A labeling and the proof based on our new definitions can be found in [Stfll] .
A one turn routing for irregular meshes
Some configurations of the iWarp system have only one auxiliary cell, the host interface cell. As stated in the introduction the on-chip support for multiple channels on iWarp is presently not available to the message router; unless stated otherwise our routing functions are restricted to surface routing. The first routing function designed for a typical iWarp configuration is simple and elegant. Given the source and destination addresses in xsrc , ysrc and Xdest, Ydcsr the route is computed with the following rule: back and forth.
7.2.2
The channel labeling was constructed in two steps. Oa.Oy to 0c.Oy labels are assigned to all horizontal channels from left to right, Ox.lb to Ox.ld to all vertical channels from bottom to the top, la.ly to 1c.ly labels cover all channels from right to left, and finally the numbers 1x.Ob to 1x.Odare assigned to the channels from the top to bottom. The row identifiers Ox and l x of the vertical channels are chosen to lie lexicographically in between the labels of the horizontal channels left and right of them. The labeling for an example 4 x 4 torus is shown in Figure 7 .
Theorem 2 and the labeling in Figure 7 prove that deadlock is impossible. To apply Theorem 2, all paths computed by the router must follow the channels with increasing labels. The proof is a straightforward program verification of the router code with the structure of the labeling. 
The labeling of the one turn router
Routing with many auxiliary cells along the borders.
Sometimes more than one auxiliary cell must be placed into a two-dimensional torus. It is best to place all of them into two arbitrary bisections of the torus; one bisection horizontally and one vertically. The two bisections divide the ;may into the border and the regular surface of the mesh; see the definitions in Figure 1. \Within the regular surface of the mesh the proposed method routes strictly according to the rule route X then route Y . The connections from auxiliary cells to the mesh are seen as an artificial dimension W regardless whether they are physically in X or Y direction. Analogous, all coninections from the mesh to the auxiliary cells are labeled as 2: dimension. The modified scheme is described as: 0 Within the surface message will turn at most once at comers, from and to auxiliary cells at most twice.
The labeling
A channel numbering can be systematically constructed from the description of the routing method. The most significant digit reflects directly the dimension. 1 for the W dimension, 2 for the X and Y dimensions, 3 for the Z dimension. The priority of X over Y is expressed in the second most significant digit of the lexicographical label. Because of space constraints in this paper we refer to Figure  8 to show the labeling. The labeling is identical except the links between the auxiliary cells that will be used only by the load balancing routers in Section 8.
Routing with cells inserted into the surface of the mesh
If there are not enough places available in the border of the mesh, some auxiliary cells must be inserted into the surface of the mesh. A deadlock free router for that case and a labeling is given in [StrSl] . The interesting result is that to obtain complete deadlock free routing functions the inserted cells have to be fully connected i.e. inserted simultanously into a row and a column of the mesh.
Routing scheme with balanced load distributions
Labelings often provide some freedom for alternative or even adaptive routes, while still excluding routing deadlocks. In Figure 7 not just an "X then Y" but any possible shortest stair route from upper right to lower left might be chosen. Multiplexed channels could even increase this freedom resulting in less constraint and more adaptive routers.
Some of the freedom in the labelings and some extra wrap-around links were used to deal with irregularities in the previous section. In heavily loaded networks constrained surface routers will cause congestion on certain channels causing characteristic hot spots. Better routing functions use the freedom of alternative routes to balance the load distribution more evenly over the network.
The routing schemes proposed in this section are able to route all 1/0 message traffic over the less heavily loaded links along the borders. 1/0 traffic are the messages from and to the auxiliary cells. This is achieved by including additional links among the auxiliary cells and wrap-around links into the network as dimensions W, W1, 2 and Z1 regardless of their physical dimension.
The basic idea is to route messages from auxiliary cells over W1 and W links to the point closest to their destination in the regular surfaces. Analogously, messages to auxiliary cells leave the surface as soon as possible to be routed over the Z and Z1 links to the appropriate auxiliary cells.
To stay free of deadlock the routing scheme uses W1 links first (if applicable), continues to use W links into the array, routes X then routes Y, and again if applicable uses a 2 link into an auxiliary cell and then if necessary a Z1 link to get to the desired auxiliary cell.
Corresponding to the idea of the router the labeling assigns 0.xx.y~ numbers to the W1 links, 1.xx.yy to the W links, 3.xx.y~ and 4.xx.y~ numbers to the 2 and Z1 links; see Figure 8. 
Analysis of the message traffic
Different routers show different distributions of the message load over the channels involved. For our average congestion analysis the message traffic is counted and averaged over a certain set of messages. Within the regular mesh we assume a simple all-to-all broadcast, which results in n2 messages, one between every pair of cells. The I/O message traffic is likely to resemble an one-to-all send from and to every auxiliary cell. A typical computation involves both kind of message traffic and some applications have shown that the total I/O traffic is roughly one quarter of the computation traffic.
For the message traffic within the regular mesh our simulation, based on the router of Section 7.3., revealed the characteristic hot-spots in the center of the mesh. For the 1/0 message traffic the links along the border were heavily loaded. Detailed percentages and figures can be found in
The router of Section 8 manages to balance the load between the two kinds of messages and results in an even load distribution. Figure 9 shows the total load distribution under the conditions mentioned above.
[Str91]. 
Conclusion
We have shown that the standard methods for deadlockfree routing on hypercubes fail to provide certain routes to auxiliary cells and are therefore not applicable to irregular tori. The previously known methods have been used as a starting point to construct new routers. A proof based on network graphs instead of channel dependency graphs simplified the design and the verification of routing functions significantly for irregular topologies. For practical iWarp configurations (two dimensional tori with attached cells), several deadlock free routing functions with different properties were designed and discussed in detail. These new routers are able to deal with irregularities and some aspects of load balancing. For the routing module of the current iWarp system software we proposed and implemented a simple and elegant solution that uses at most one comer turn per route. For system expansions we proposed router functions dealing with multiple auxiliary cells attached to the surface of the mesh and one for auxiliary cells inserted I would like to thank my faculty advisor at Camegie Mellon, Thomas Gross, for his suggestions, assistance and encouragement to write this paper and to the iWarp System Software group at Intel Corp., Beaverton, Oregon for their suggestilon that I work on the iWarp routers.
